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Operational Manual  
The objective of the operational manual is to provide the individuals who will manage and               

maintain the system with proper insight and information. In this case, the individuals in              

question will be the programmers at Tengir. The operational manual contains various soft-             

ware and database requirements, as well as important procedures. This manual is also             

particularly significant for continued development of this system.  

Setup and Requirements 

● Visual Studio Code v1.33.1 (or above) or Visual Studio 2017 Community v15.9.6 (or  

above).  

Visual Studio Tools such as: 

● NUnit v3.11.0 (or above).  

● NUnit3TestAdapter v3.12.0 (or above).  

● Entity Framework Core v2.1.1 

● ASP.NET Core Framework v2.1.1  

Web design libraries such as:  

● Bootstrap v3.1.1 (or above).  

● jQuery JavaScript Library v3.3.1 (or above).  

Other:  

● Microsoft Azure DevOps has been used for deployment and running tests, but is not a               

requirement. Currently, Azure is connected to the team’s GitHub project and includes some             

Azure settings in a file called azure-pipelines.yml.  

● Included in the project is a Python script which scrapes the lunch provider’s website              

for their menu. This script is included with the project files and runs when the project starts as                  

well as at 5 AM every morning to update the menu-part of the database. The scraper is                 

located in the “scraper” folder of the project but, in order for it to be run automatically, the                  

project needs an absolute path to it. That path must be set in the “RunScraper” function in                 

TimedHostedService.cs file and in the last line in SuperUser.cs. 

● By default, when an employee makes a purchase from the company shop, the             

employee will receive a receipt via email. If, however, an employee selects the overtime              



 

option, the receipt is sent to an administrator. To change this email, one must change it                

manually in the “sendEmailOvertime” Javascript function located in ~/Areas/Shop/Views/         

Content/Index.js. 

Database Information 

There are certain access restrictions in place when it comes to Tengir’s databases, as there are                

only local IP addresses allowed to access them. As a result, a VPN connection is necessary to                 

gain access. The team has used Docker Community Version 2.0 extensively to run a hosted               

database connection. Opting for this choice is of course a possibility and the team has overall                

had a positive experience with Docker. However, it is to be expected that the future managers                

of the system will use a local database instead and that can be done by changing the project’s                  

connection string. A change would therefore be necessary in the appsettings.json           

and ApplicationDbContext.cs files. Due to the fact that a local database will most             

likely be used, detailed instructions concerning the setup of a database would already be              

rather obsolete. Nonetheless, there are a few important points to be made.  

The relational database management system which has been used by the team is             

Microsoft SQL Server. This is in compliance with the database management system that             

Tengir already uses and should therefore be relatively effortless to utilize.  

The project’s database is made using a code-first approach, meaning that any changes             

to the database are made in the ApplicationDbContext.cs file and Entity Framework            

should handle updating the database itself. To tell Entity framework to update the database,              

the following commands must be run in the terminal in the project’s root folder:  

dotnet EF migrations add <NAME_OF_MIGRATION> --context ApplicationDbContext 

and:  dotnet EF database update --context ApplicationDbContext 

The team’s database design is illustrated below and may provide some understanding            

of the various tables, keys, fields and records. Various ASP.NET Identity Framework tables,             

which are used for admin authentication, have been omitted since quite a few tables are               

included when using the features of Identity Framework and they consist of a large amount of                

fields, making the following illustration unnecessarily cluttered.  



 

 
Figure 1: Database schema 

Identity Users 

Admin users are created using the Identity Framework and when the project is started, a               

single super-user is created. The username and password of that super-user are changed in the               

SuperUser.cs file in the project’s directory. Only the super-user can create other admin             

users through the super-user’s settings page. 

 
  



 

Administrator Manual 
As previously mentioned, the regular use of the system should be relatively straightforward             

for the average user. Clocking in, ordering lunch and making a purchase in the company shop                

should all be very simple and user-friendly tasks. However, there are a few operations in the                

admin section that could be clarified properly with some instructions.  

 

 
Figure 2: Administrator overview. 

  



 

Attendance Management 

In the Time Overview (“Tímayfirlit”) section of the admin pages, the administrator has the              

option of choosing the current wage period or the previous one. By selecting a detailed               

search (“Ítarlegri leit”), the administrator can search for information logged during any given             

time period. By default, time registrations for all employees are displayed but the             

administrator can certainly look up information by employee name. In some cases it can be               

useful to have the option of creating a new time registration and this can be done by simply                  

pressing new registration (“Ný færsla”) and inserting the correct information. For each            

record there are two options at the end of the row: the left button allows the administrator to                  

edit the record and the right button is to delete the record.  
 

 
Figure 3: Time overview for admin 

 

  



 

Lunch Management 

As for the administrator view for lunch management, there are two admin pages in place:               

Lunch Orders (“Matarpantanir”) and Lunch Settings (“Matarstillingar”). The objective of          

the Lunch Orders page is to display important information to the administrator. Here the              

admin can quickly see how many lunch orders have been made for each day, as well as lunch                  

orders for a certain employee during a given time period. By selecting Today’s Overview              

(“Yfirlit dagsins”), the administrator can see what each employee has ordered. Ideally, this             

page would be displayed during lunch, in case employees have forgotten what they ordered              

for lunch.  

 

 
Figure 4: Lunch orders for admin. 

  



 

The administrator can make use of Lunch settings (“Matarstillingar”) in a few number of              

ways. First of all, the admin can add a lunch option, as some options are regarded as being                  

quite seasonal, such as smoothies. Certain options can be turned off or marked as being one                

of the special options (“Valréttur”) that are offered by the lunch provider. Secondly, the              

administrator can change at what time the system closes for lunch orders automatically or              

choose to close the lunch orders for the day manually. 
 

 
Figure 5: Lunch orders for admin 

 

The menu shown to the general employee is generated by a Python script which scrapes the                

menu from Matsmiðjan which is where the company currently orders lunch from. The             

administrator should therefore not need to think about providing the lunch menu themselves.             

However, if the Python scraper fails at some point then the administrator has the option of                

uploading a PDF file as Figure 5 shows. Figure 6 shows how the menu looks to the                 

employees if the scraper is up and running and Figure 7 shows where the administrator has                

uploaded a PDF file of the menu.  



 

 
Figure 6: Lunch menu from Python scraper. 

 

 

Figure 7: Lunch menu with PDF viewer.  



 

Shop Management 

The administrator has certain Shop settings (“Sjoppustillingar”) where one can add products            

to the shop, with an appropriate image, price, stock status and decide if the product is visible                 

in the shop or not.  
 

 
Figure 8: Shop settings for admin  

 

 

 

  



 

Lastly, the administrator can access the Shop overview page (“Sjoppuyfirlit”) where one can             

see the total amount spent in the shop for each employee, as well as individual records for a                  

chosen period. More detailed records for an employee can be viewed by either searching for               

that employee or by clicking that employee’s name in the table. 
 

 
Figure 9: Shop overview for admin. 

 

 


